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Electron internal transport barrier (eITB) is
successfully formed with center-focused ECH

Electron Cyclotron Heating
Focused precisely at the magnetic axis
Injection Power: 330-120 kW
Injection angle: N//=0
Absorption Power: ~90%

The peaked electron temperature profile
(red) is observed by the center-focused ECH.
When the injected ECH power is reduced
under constant density, the electron
temperature in the core region considerably
decreases (blue).
On the there hand, the decrease of the
temperature in the peripheral region is small.

These characteristics are similar to that of eITB phenomena on LHD.

Motivation: The barrier is easily formed
in larger effective helical ripple (εeff) on CHS
Previous CHS results show the Te(0) of
Rax=94.9cm is larger than that of Rax=92.1cm.
Estimated radial electric field of 94.9cm is also
higher than that of 92.1 cm.
The barrier formation depends on the
magnetic field configuration through the
neoclassical transport characteristics.
Therefore, we investigate the relation between
the eITB formation and effective helical ripple
which characterizes the neoclassical transport.

neoclassical calculation

The hypothesis of the eITB formation is that
the eITB is easily formed in larger εeff magnetic
configuration, because the access of the
electron-root regime is easy as predicted by
the neoclassical transport theory.

εeff : Rax=92.1cm<Rax=94.9cm

Difference of magnetic conﬁguration
between CHS and Heliotron J
Standard magnetic conﬁguration of Heliotron J and CHS

Rotational transform and effective helical ripple proﬁles

The shear of the magnetic field in CHS is positive, while the shear is
close to zero in Heliotron J.
The value of the εeff of Heliotron J is 2-10 times larger than that of CHS

Density dependence on temperature gradient
for Heliotron J and CHS

When the line averaged density is lower than the threshold value, the temperature gradient
in the core region increases.
The threshold electron density in Heliotron J (1.2 × 1019m−3 @ PECH ∼ 330kW ) is two
times larger than that in CHS (0.5 × 1019m−3 @ PECH ∼ 130kW ).
Consequently, the plasma density regime in which eITB is formed is expanded in Heliotron J.
However, injected heating power is different for both experiments.

Te(0) dependence on PECH normalized by density
It is important to take account
in the power difference between
both the experiments, because
the barrier formation depends
on the ECR power.
In this figure, the closed and
open circles show the Heliotron
J and CHS results and the red
and blue circles show the
profiles with and without the
peaked temperature,
respectively.
Although the threshold value of
Pinj/ne for the barrier formation
is almost equal in both the
results, the larger Te(0) is
achieved by the smaller Pinj/ne in
Heliotron J compared to CHS.

Magnetic conﬁguration control by bumpiness in Heliotron J
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Control of bumpy magnetic field strength
by changing TA and TB coil currents
In Heliotron J, the effective ripple can be controlled by
bumpiness. High and low bumpiness configuration have higher
effective helical ripple.

εeff(CHS921)<<εeff(medium)<εeff(high)<εeff(low)
However, difference of εeff is small compared to εeff difference
between CHS and Heliotron J

Threshold density decreases in higher bumpiness in Heliotron J

Medium 5/2

Island ?
Injected ECH power is constant. (~250 kW)
Threshold density to form eITB in low and medium bumpiness is
smaller (~0.6x1019m-3) than that of medium bumpiness (~1.3x1019m-3).
This suggests that the low εeff configure has larger threshold density.
This result may not have agreement with the hypothesis.
One possible cause is that the existence of the rational surface or
island might increase the required threshold density for the eITB
formation, because the larger plasma current is driven by bootstrap
current in the medium configuration.

Expansion of enhanced confinement region during
electron internal transport barrier formation
70GHz Electron Cyclotron Heating
Focused precisely at the magnetic axis
Injection Power: 270 kW
Injection angle: N//=0
Absorption Power: >~90%

Because the experiment was carried out
under the constant density, which fulfill the
condition of the low density (ne<1.2 x 1019
m-3) that is required to form the eITB, the
eITB formation which is characterized by a
peaked electron temperature profile shape
has been observed from t=200ms to
t=330ms.
When the plasma current increases up to
0.7kA at time of 223ms, a fast jump of the
electron temperature at r/a~0.1 in the ECE
signal has been observed.
This increase is not the transition
to the eITB formation, because
the eITB has been already formed
before the rapid rise of the ECE
signal.

The Nd:YAG Thomson scattering measurements show the enhanced
confinement region in the eITB expands at the transitive increase.

Ip vs eITB foot point
eITB formation

The eITB foot point, which is derived from the
electron temperature profiles, as a function of the
plasma current.

Before the rapid rise, the eITB
foot point is kept on the same
location.
When the plasma current reaches
at 0.7kA, the location of the eITB
foot point jumps to the outside of
the plasma from r/a~ 0.13 to r/a~
0.23.
After the rapid temperature rise,
the location continues to move to
the outside from r/a~ 0.2 to r/a~
0.4 with the current increases.

Relation between electron internal transport barrier foot
and rational surface (1)
To clarify the role of the rational surface to
form eITB, the eITB formation for other
magnetic configurations which has different
rotational transform values of ι/2π(0)=0.549,
0.567 and 0.584 has been investigated.
The timing of the electron temperature
rapid rise is delayed with reducing the
rotational transform values.

Relation between electron internal transport barrier foot
and rational surface (2)

The required plasma current to the expansion decreases with the decrease of the rotational transform
values except the rotational profile of ι/2π(0)=0.584.
The n/m=4/7 rational surface is important, because the surface is a candidate where the magnetic island is
produced due to the n=4 troidal periodicity of the vacuum magnetic field of Heliotron J.
In contrast, no rapid rise has been observed for the magnetic configuration of ι/2π(0)=0.584. Because the
bootstrap current is driven to the direction of the rotational transform increase, the 4/7 rational surface can
not be produced in the ι/2π(0)=0.584.
Although the other low-order rational surfaces (ex. n/m=5/9~0.556) exists around the n/m=4/7 rational
surface, the phenomena are only related to the n/m=4/7 rational surface.
Therefore, these observations suggest the possibility that the phenomena relates to
the magnetic island formations.

Rotational transform location related to foot point

The neoclassical bootstrap current
profile at the timing of 210 ms and
300ms is derived from the SugamaNishimura moment method.

(1) The calculation shows that the eITB can be formed without the rational
surface.
(2) The n/m=4/7 rational surface is produced around r/a~0.37 at ~1.5 kA
(t=300ms). The timing of the n/m=4/7 rational surface formation is consistent
with the timing of the rapid electron temperature rise.
(3) The calculation also shows the movement of the eITB also synchronizes with
the movement of the rational surface.

Summary
The eITB is successfully formed with center-focused ECH in Heliotron J. While χeeff in the
peripheral region of eITB plasma is larger than that of non-eITB plasma, the clear reduction
of χeeff has been observed in inside region in eITB plasma.
The comparative study of the eITB formation is carried out between CHS and Heliotron J
to investigate the effective helical ripple effect. The threshold electron density for the
barrier formation in Heliotron J is two times larger than that in CHS, and the larger Te(0)
is achieved by the smaller Pinjection/ne in Heliotron J.
In Heliotron J, the eITB can be formed in the higher plasma density for the medium
bumpiness configuration compared to the low and the high bumpiness configuration. The
results show that the eITB formation does not determine by the εeff alone.
The expansion of the confinement region is observed in Heliotron J. The 4/7 rational
surface relates to the phenomena. Because the 4/7 rational surface is the candidate on
which the magnetic island can be produces, the enhanced region by the eITB might be
expanded by the magnetic island.
These experimental results show that in order to compare CERC formation between the
devices, it is necessary to pay attention to (1) effective helical ripple (2) rational surface
position and magnetic island formation.

